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The status of irritability as a feature of mood and behavior disorders in children has been 
a topic of much debate. One problem is that the construct has been inconsistently and narrowly 
defined. The present work uses exploratory analyses of a novel behavioral measure to clarify the 
boundaries of irritability in youth in a nationally representative sample. Parents (N = 1349) 
responded to statements about their children’s symptoms related to irritability, hypomania, 
internalizing problems, disruptive behavior, and other related constructs. They also provided 
demographic and health-history information, which was correlated with scale scores to assess 
convergent validity. Six factors were identified, all with high internal consistency and criterion 
correlations that supported the validity of the scales. Results suggest that irritability might be 
most closely associated with disruptive behavior disorders, however high inter-factor 
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For as long as scholars have pondered the motivations of human action, they have 
recognized the normative role of anger and aggression. In the Republic, Plato regarded anger 
(thymos or “spirit”) as equally important component of the “tripartite” soul, alongside reason and 
desire.(Plato et al., 1992). For Plato, manifestations of thymos were not inherently good or bad, 
but could be beneficial or harmful depending on the degree and context. For example, anger in 
the face of wrongdoing can motivate a person to act on noble ideals, such as justice and courage. 
Unbridled rage, however, might lead a person down a darker path, perhaps by lashing out at 
those around them, seeking revenge, or acting vindictively. Above all, Plato emphasized that the 
healthy and just soul should embody a balance between spirit, intellect, and desire. Democritus 
later described the calm that comes with such balance as “euthymia” (Vlastos, 1975) – a term 
psychologists still use today (e.g., see Robinson et al., 2006; Torres et al., 2007). 
Plato’s views on thymos merit contemporary consideration as researchers grapple with 
the constructs of irritability and impulsive aggression as transdiagnostic features of 
psychopathology in youth. The challenge has at least two elements: on the one hand, elevated 
irritability and aggression are highly impairing for children, distressing to families, and represent 
core features of the disruptive behavior disorders (DBDs; American Psychiatric Association, 
2013) which are the most common disorders seen in child and adolescent clinics (Rettew et al., 
2009; A. S. Young et al., 2019); on the other hand, these symptoms are not specific to any one 
diagnosis (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Goldstein et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2007), 
and some amount of irritability is developmentally normative for children and adolescents 
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(Emery, 1992). For instance, the statistical manuals for both the Behavioral Assessment System 
for Children (BASC; Reynolds & Kamphaus, 2015) and the Achenbach System for Empirically 
Based Assessments (ASEBA; T. M. Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001) show that the average youth 
across age ranges shows some amount of externalizing behavior. An important question from 
both taxonomic and clinical perspectives is: what role does irritability play in behavior problems 
in children – and indeed, across the lifespan? 
Prior work in this area has examined childhood anger and aggression through the lenses 
of pediatric bipolar disorder (PBD; see Leibenluft & Rich, 2008; A. S. Young et al., 2019) and of 
oppositional defiant disorder (ODD; see Evans et al., 2017), and some researchers have 
advocated for making severe mood dysregulation a separate diagnosis (Leibenluft, 2011). In a 
recent paper focusing on irritability in the context of PBD, Young and colleagues frame the 
question succinctly by asking whether irritability “is distinct or an epiphenomenon of mood 
disorders” (A. S. Young et al., 2019).  
Work on irritability in the context of PBD has led to differing conceptions of the role 
that the construct plays in characterizing mania in children. Roughly three camps have emerged 
(Leibenluft & Rich, 2008; A. R. Van Meter et al., 2016). One side has emphasized irritability as 
a hallmark feature of PBD, arguing that severe, extremely impairing irritability (“super angry, 
grouchy, or cranky”) is distinguishable from other forms of mood dysregulation and can 
therefore be used to identify PBD, even if there are no distinct episodes of mood change 
(Biederman et al., 2005; Wozniak et al., 1995). On the other side,  some researchers have argued 
that PBD can only be diagnosed in youths exhibiting symptoms of mania that include discrete 
periods of elevated or expansive mood and grandiosity (Geller et al., 1998, 2004) – a formulation 
excluding irritability as a diagnostic consideration. Finally, the DSM-5 criteria represent a 
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middle path between these extremes in allowing for irritability to count as a feature of mania as 
long as it occurs in distinct mood episodes. The DSM-5 also requires additional symptoms to be 
present over and above irritability if the presentation is primarily irritable (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013; see Leibenluft et al., 2003 for a review).  
The DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) also includes a separate diagnosis 
for Disruptive Mood Dysregulation Disorder (DMDD). DMDD grew out of research that 
examined outcomes for children exhibiting severe mood dysregulation characterized by chronic 
anger, aggression, and hyperarousal (Leibenluft, 2011). Leibenluft (2011) and colleagues have 
argued that this symptom profile represents a diagnostic category separate from PBD, though it 
is unclear yet how the inclusion of Disruptive Mood Dysregulation Disorder (DMDD) will 
influence clinician’s decision-making in terms of PBD diagnoses. The heterogeneity of 
viewpoints on the topic of irritability in PBD, particularly as they relate to chronic versus acute 
presentations of mood dysregulation, warrants further investigation of the phenomenology of 
irritability and its correlation with mood disorders. 
Although much work on irritability in the context of PBD has conceptualized it through 
the lens of mood, a growing body of work aligns symptoms of irritability and aggression more 
with externalizing disorders – in particular, ODD. As Evans and colleagues (2017) describe, the 
diagnostic symptom profile of ODD has remained stable for the last 30 years and comprises 
eight core symptoms: often losing temper, arguing, defying, annoying others, blaming others, 
being touchy or easily annoyed, angry and resentful, and spiteful or vindictive (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000, 2013). Because an ODD diagnosis only requires four of these 
symptoms, there exists vast heterogeneity in presentation (Greene & Doyle, 1999). Several 
competing frameworks for formulating ODD exist, but all of them – empirically-derived and 
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rational alike – identify an “irritable” dimension when considering the DSM-5 criteria for the 
disorder (A. S. Young et al., 2019; for a review, see Evans et al., 2017). Furthermore, 
exploratory (e.g., Burke et al., 2010) and confirmatory analyses (e.g., Burke et al., 2014) of the 
eight core symptoms have provided support for two latent factors in the ODD criteria: irritability 
and defiance (Evans et al., 2017; but see also Stringaris, 2011). Furthermore, latent class analysis 
(LCA) of ODD symptoms on the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) has showed that irritability 
was associated with mood disorders and anxiety, while defiant symptoms were associated with 
conduct problems (Althoff et al., 2014). Long term longitudinal studies of irritability have also 
shown associations between childhood irritability and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), 
depression, and dysthymia (for reviews, see Stringaris, 2011; Vidal-Ribas et al., 2016). 
Looking more closely at irritability within ODD, extant evidence distinguishes between 
two forms of aggression: reactive versus proactive. In this context, irritability has been linked 
with reactive aggression and internalizing problems (e.g., depression and anxiety symptoms), 
whereas the defiance domain of ODD is more linked to proactive aggression and later 
externalizing symptoms (Greene & Doyle, 1999; Evans et al., 2017; A. S. Young et al., 2019). 
This is consistent with a conceptualization of irritability as an approach emotion with a negative 
valence (Vidal-Ribas et al., 2016). 
Although substantial work has focused on characterizing the irritable dimension of 
ODD, most of the evidence cited above comes from studies that considered only the eight 
symptoms of ODD described in the DSM-IV and DSM-5. As a result, these data provide a 
detailed but potentially limited picture of irritability, as there may be relevant facets of irritability 
that exist beyond these eight criteria and which are meaningfully associated with other clinically 
significant problems. Transdiagnostic models exist: the ASEBA framework, for example, uses 
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principal components analysis (PCA) to group symptom scales according to their patterns of 
covariation (T. Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983; T. M. Achenbach, 1991; T. M. Achenbach & 
Rescorla, 2001). Young and colleagues (2019) followed such an approach to investigate the 
question of whether impulsive aggression is distinct from or an epiphenomenon of mood 
symptoms. Pooling items from multiple scales, they used PCA to select symptoms of aggression 
and impulsivity/reactivity (AIR) across three heterogenous samples. By including items for 
related constructs alongside those measuring irritability, these researchers were able to better 
describe the boundaries of AIR versus other symptom domains (e.g., mania, depression, conduct 
problems) as well as uncover evidence for separating irritability from rule-breaking behavior (A. 
S. Young et al., 2019).  
Transdiagnostic approaches may hold the key for gaining a better understanding of the 
dimensionality of irritability and its associations with psychopathology. Care must be taken, 
however, applying exploratory approaches to answer questions of nosology. For one thing, the 
constructs identified by factor analyses necessarily depend on the items included in the dataset. 
Put another way, the interpretation of the identified factors depends on including a sufficiently 
deep item pool so as to adequately represent the construct of interest as well as its boundaries. 
Uneven representation of the “hypothesis space” of possible symptoms could lead to distorted 
results. For example, if the item set under-represented questions pertaining to reactive aggression 
compared to proactive aggression, then there may not be enough covariation among the reactive 
items to pull them away from the proactive items into their own factor. This weakens the 
inference that only one irritability factor exists, since the item pool did not give reactive 
aggression a fighting chance of form its own scale. This monolithic “irritability” factor would 
carry a different interpretation – and different criterion correlations – compared to ones 
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potentially identified if both symptom domains were included. Given that these two components 
of irritability have different clinical sequelae (Stringaris, 2011; Vidal-Ribas et al., 2016), it 
would be important for clinicians to know if these items were identified as part of the same 
factor versus different factors – a hypothesis that is only possible to test if both sets of items are 
included in the sample. It is tempting to think of exploratory analyses as theory-agnostic – letting 
the data tell the story – but this is only true insofar as the input is broadly sampled – that the 
possible avenues of variation are not foreclosed by arbitrary decisions regarding what items to 
include at the outset. Put another way, the interpretive power of techniques such as exploratory 
factor analysis (EFA) relies, in part, on the strength of available counterfactual arguments 
regarding how the data could have grouped together. 
   These differences in nosology have real-world clinical implications. In 2018, the 
World Health Organization broke with DSM-5 by omitting DMDD as a diagnostic category from 
the ICD-11 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; World Health Organization, 2018). 
Despite increased interest in irritability as a construct broadly related to mood and conduct 
problems, no consensus has emerged on to what degree irritability and related symptoms are 
diagnostic or merely associated with these disorders. The need for effective treatments in these 
domains remains urgent, even as debate continues. 
The current work aims to address this problem by exploring the boundaries of youth 
irritability in the context of a wide range of other mood and behavior symptoms. This work 
follows that of Young et al. (2019) in some ways, but departs from their study in two key 
domains. First, the analyses will use standardization data from a previously unpublished measure 
of mood and behavior problems in children: The Pediatric Bipolar and Related Disorders 
Diagnostic Scale (PBiRDS). Whereas the blended academic and community sample used by 
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Young et al. allowed for robust claims to be made about clinically referred children, the PBiRDS 
standardization data comprise a large, nationally representative sample of non-clinically referred 
children and parents. Having such a sample provides a clearer picture of irritability in a 
normative context over geographically diverse regions of the United States, potentially offering 
better generalizability for community providers.  
The second way in which this work differs from Young et al. (2019) is that the items 
were drawn from a previously unpublished scale designed to measure a wide range of mood and 
behavior problems. Like Young et al., these items measured symptoms including irritability as 
well as mania, depression (and other internalizing symptoms), suicidal thoughts and behaviors, 
externalizing problems, and functional impairment. Unlike in the Young et al. sample, the items 
were written by a team of experts and pilot-tested rather than drawn from existing measures. This 
presents some challenges, but also it offers some benefits. On one hand, there is no a priori 
information about the psychometric properties of the items. On the other hand, prior work in this 
area has been stymied by limitations in the number and types of irritability symptoms queried, as 
well as by not including measures of similar constructs to define the boundaries of irritability. 
The PBiRDS item set was developed by a team of four experts with extensive test writing, 
psychometric, and clinical experience (and in particular, with bipolar disorder and test 
development), and the items were selected after pilot-testing in a large sized initial sample (N 
>130). The item coverage represents prima facie excellent coverage of irritability symptoms and 
related mood and behavior constructs.  
Aims & Hypotheses 
The primary aim of this study is to clarify the boundaries of irritability compared to 
other mood and behavioral symptoms. To do this, parent-report data on mood and behavior from 
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a nationally representative sample of youth and their families will be analyzed in an EFA 
framework. Criterion validity of the resulting factors will be assessed using correlations with 
demographic and health information provided by parents. 
Depending on the number of factors identified in the exploratory analyses, we expect the 
groups to be characterized in the following ways. If one factor emerges, we expect it to represent 
a general “psychopathology” or p factor, with item loadings representing the extent to which 
specific items are correlated with general mood and behavior problems (Caspi et al., 2014). In 
this scenario, criterion correlations with for this factor would be expected to be higher for 
outcomes more indicative of psychopathology for the child and for near relatives. For example, 
the correlation with diagnoses reported on the Quantified Biographical Index (QBIX) for the 
child should be higher than for second-degree relatives. We also expect correlations to increase 
with more advanced pubertal status, given the criticality of this developmental stage in terms of 
emotion regulation and onset of psychopathology (Cole et al., 1994). Given the lack of 
differentiation in this scenario, it is difficult to predict how specific problems might relate to the 
underlying factor. 
If two factors emerge, we expect the items to divide into groups of internalizing versus 
externalizing problems, and that these factors will be significantly correlated (T. M. Achenbach 
& Rescorla, 2001). Criterion correlations would be expected to match this division, with 
depression diagnosis and anti-depression medication usage correlating with the internalizing 
factor. In contrast, any reported behavior problems (e.g., ODD) would correlate with the 
externalizing factor. In terms of pubertal status, we expect the externalizing factor to be 
negatively associated with more advanced development, whereas internalizing symptoms are 
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expected to be more weakly correlated with puberty. Finally, in accordance with epidemiological 
data, we would also expect externalizing symptoms to be positively correlated with male sex. 
If three stable factors emerge, we expect to find scales for internalizing symptoms, 
externalizing symptoms, and hypomania. While base rates of pediatric bipolar disorder are 
relatively low, around 2% worldwide (A. R. Van Meter et al., 2016), our sample is large enough 
that there may be a notable subset of children with the disorder, notwithstanding children with 
subclinical or prodromal symptoms. Furthermore, the explicit inclusion of hypomania questions 
in the PBiRDS item set makes it more likely that a separate hypomania factor will emerge. Based 
on the heritability of bipolar disorders (Wray & Gottesman, 2012), we would expect this 
hypomania factor to be positively associated with bipolar diagnosis as well as medication use to 
treat mood symptoms (e.g., lithium) in both the child and first-degree relatives. Similarly, we 
would expect a positive association between the hypomania factor and the internalizing factor 
due to the co-occurrence of these symptoms in children with bipolar disorder. We also expect 
these symptoms to be present in very young children, with no significant association with onset 
of puberty. 
In the case that four factors emerge, we expected to find the three previously mentioned 
factors along with an additional factor representing irritability in the form of reactive aggression 
(q.v., A. S. Young et al., 2019). Note that we expect an irritability factor to emerge only once 
internalizing, externalizing, and hypomanic symptoms have been accounted for. It is our explicit 
hypothesis that most symptoms commonly associated with irritable mood will be grouped with 
externalizing or internalizing problems, with the possible exception of a factor similar to the AIR 
factor, as observed by Young and colleagues in their clinical sample. Should such a factor 
emerge in our data, we would expect it to be correlated with the three other factors.  
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In analyses using an item set augmented by additional items written to measure self-
injury and quality of life, it is plausible that up to six interpretable factors might emerge (if those 
two stay distinct). It also is possible that the self-harm items would load primarily on a 
depression factor. Similarly, the putative quality of life items might also mainly load on a 
depression or demoralization factor. 
Method 
Participants 
A sample of N = 1,349 parents of youth aged 5 to 18 years (M = 10.95, SD = 3.89) and N 
= 569 youth aged 11 or up (M = 14.91, SD = 2.25) provided responses for this study. The youths 
were children of parents in the study and they completed the self-report version of the measure. 
Overall, the children were evenly split between males and females (54% were female; n = 725), 
were predominately non-Hispanic (76%; n = 1,025) and were majority white (65%; n = 875). Of 
the caregivers, most were mothers (79%; n = 1,061), and 41% (n = 441) reported holding a 
bachelor’s degree or higher in terms of education.  
Recruitment for this study occurred in concert with the development and standardization 
of the PBiRDS measure. The sample was recruited to be representative of the 2010 U.S. Census, 
being stratified based on sex, race/ethnicity, and geographic region; 299 children came from the 
Northeast (22%), 466 from the South (35%), 370 from the Midwest (27%), and 214 (16%) were 
from the Western U.S.  
Measures 
Demographics. Parents and children provided demographic information including child 
age, date of birth, sex, race, ethnicity, height, and weight. Respondents also provided information 
about their relationship with the child (e.g., parent, guardian, grandparent, etc.) and the ZIP code 
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in which the child was currently living. Additionally, parents and youth reported caregivers’ 
highest educational attainment (no high school diploma, high school diploma, some college, and 
bachelor’s degree or higher). 
Family Health History. Information about the child’s family health history was gathered 
using two different brief assessments. The Quantitative Biographical Index (QBIX) contains 12 
items reporting the child’s personal and family history of mental illness, medication usage, past 
externalizing behavior and mood symptoms, as well as family environment (e.g., parental stress, 
family support for parenting, parental work-life balance). Embedded in the QBIX is a modified 
version of the Family Index of Risk for Mood Issues (FIRM; Algorta et al., 2013). The FIRM 
asks parents to report the presence of nine risk factors (bipolar diagnosis, dysthymia diagnosis, 
prescription for lithium, “nervous breakdown”, admission to psychiatric hospital, alcohol misuse, 
misuse of other substances, suicide attempt, or death by suicide) in the child as well as first- and 
second-degree relatives (siblings, parents, grandparents, parents’ siblings, and cousins). The 
version of the FIRM contained in the QBIX differed from the original version (Algorta et al., 
2013) chiefly insofar as it included additional specificity in the items (e.g., asked about “brother” 
and “sister” separately instead of “brothers/sisters”; asked about drug use and alcohol use 
separately instead of as combined “substance use”) and so is considered an appropriate measure 
of family mental health history. Furthermore, since the original FIRM was designed for general 
clinical use, it included options for reporting about the person’s children; these questions were 
removed for the version contained in PBiRDS, since the focal participants were all children. 
Overall, the version of the FIRM contained in PBiRDS provides more granular information, and 
so is considered an improvement on the original version; validation studies for the newer version 
are forthcoming (Langfus, Youngstrom, Algorta, in prep.). 
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Pubertal Status. Parents reported their child’s current stage of pubertal development 
using the Petersen Pubertal Development Scale (PPDS; Anne C. Petersen et al., 1988). The 
PPDS assesses pubertal status by measuring presence of growth spurt, pubic hair, and skin 
changes in males and females. In males, additional items assess facial hair and voice change; in 
females, breast development and menarche are assessed. Parents rate the stage of development 
for each of these items from 1 (“development has not yet begun”) to 5 (“development seems 
complete”). 
 Scores for all PPDS items are averaged to produce an overall score for pubertal 
development. For boys, a total score of 3 is considered prepubertal; a total of 4 or 5 with or no 
items above a 3 is considered early pubertal; scores of 6 to 8 or no 4-point responses is 
considered mid-pubertal; scores of 9 to 11 are late pubertal; and scores of 12 are post-pubertal. 
For girls, a score of 2 with no menarche is considered prepubertal; a score of 3 and no menarche 
is considered early pubertal; a score of 4 or higher with no menarche is mid-pubertal; a score of 7 
or less with menarche is considered late pubertal; and a score of 8 with menarche is post-
pubertal. 
Pediatric Bipolar and Related Disorders Diagnostic Scale (PBiRDS). The PBiRDS 
item set was designed as a comprehensive assessment for pediatric bipolar disorder and cognate 
disorders. It contains 167 questions organized into seven item-sets: mania, externalizing 
symptoms, hyper-irritability, depression, internalizing symptoms, suicidal behavior, and quality 
of life. Separate but similar items were written for self- and parent-report with the self-report 
version containing items sensitive to patterns of desirable responding (e.g., “I always do my 
homework”, “I always follow the rules”). Questions are phrased as statements (e.g., “Has rapid 
mood swings”, “Yells when angry”), and these statements are rated in terms of how they apply to 
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the child on a scale of Daily (4), Weekly, Monthly, Yearly, or Never (0). The PBiRDS was 
designed for both print and online distribution, and data for the current study were gathered via 
online assessment.  
Procedure 
The PBiRDS underwent several stages of development before the final sample was 
obtained. First, a committee of three psychologists and one psychiatrist generated a set of items 
based on their extensive experience in test writing, psychometrics, federally funded research, and 
clinical work. All committee members had extensive clinical experience with bipolar disorder. 
The initial item-set was designed to measure symptoms across six putative clinical domains 
(mania, externalizing symptoms, hyper-irritability, depression, internalizing symptoms, and 
suicide) with additional items included to measure quality of life, and participants’ patterns of 
desirable responding. The item generation process was informed by the DSM-IV (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000) diagnostic criteria and associated assessments [e.g., Young Mania 
Rating Scale (YMRS; R. C. Young et al., 1978), Children’s Depression Rating Scale – Revised 
(CDRS; Poznanski et al., 1979)], as well as other scales validated for use in children – with 
special attention towards the maximally discriminating items from those scales. After the initial 
item-set was generated, a committee of experts reviewed the entire set, adding some items and 
re-writing others. 
Next, a pilot study was conducted to narrow down the item pool. A sample of N = 136 
youths over age 11 and N = 146 of their parents responded to one of two forms (A or B), each 
containing 195 of the PBiRDS items. Both forms contained items from each of rationally-derived 
content domains (see above), 10 of which were the same across forms (this “linking” item set to 
be used to evaluate substantive differences between samples). Of the original 380 items, 167 
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were selected to be on the final instrument. These were chosen based on analyses of the 
endorsement rates and variability in the pilot sample, as well as on if the item was considered 
critical or pathognomonic of a target disorder. The final item set was packaged with the PPDS 
and the QBIX for standardization by Western Psychological Services (WPS). 
WPS contracted with a recruitment agency to obtain a stratified, nationally representative 
sample based on the 2010 United States Census. Participants were recruited remotely and 
received all materials – consent forms and the PBiRDS questionnaire – via the internet (see 
above for characteristics of the standardization sample). A smaller clinical sample was also 
recruited. This sample comprised youth with diagnoses of Bipolar Disorder (BD), ADHD, and 
depression. Overall recruitment for the clinical sample was small due to the difficulty of 
verifying the diagnoses – especially those of pediatric BD, which is particularly challenging due 
to relatively low base rate (A. R. Van Meter et al., 2016), complex diagnostic profile (Jenkins et 
al., 2011; E. A. Youngstrom et al., 2012), and discrepancies between diagnoses made by clinical 
evaluations compared to structured interviews (Rettew et al., 2009). The study team was not able 
to participate in assigning or confirming diagnoses due to limitations of the IRB protocol and 
requirements from the publisher to retain intellectual property rights to the data. Data from the 
standardization and clinical samples were collected and organized by the recruitment agency and 
sent to WPS which distributed the data to the investigators. Debriefing the participants was not 
necessary because participants were assured that their responses would only be used to improve 
the items in the assessment. 
Analytic Plan 
A two-stage strategy will investigate the structure of latent factors in the PBiRDS item-
set and validate them against clinical constructs. In the first stage, EFA will organize the 
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PBiRDS clinical symptom items into empirically-derived subscales. The approach will follow 
the strategy used by Young and colleagues to validate the construct of AIR in a clinically-
referred sample using items form existing rating-scales (A. S. Young et al., 2019). An oblique 
rotation will be used, because it is expected that subscales will be correlated. Parallel analysis 
and minimum average partials will determine the appropriate number of factors to extract from 
the sample (Ruscio & Roche, 2012). 
In the second stage, criterion validity of the EFA-derived dimensions will be assessed 
using correlations with participant demographic and health history information. Subscale scores 
will be derived by summing item scores for each factor, and we will examine the relationships 
between these subscale scores and participants’ demographics, pubertal status, and history of 
mental health problems. Given that the reference criteria and symptom factors share the reporting 
method (viz. they are reported on the same questionnaire) it is expected that they will share some 
method variance and, therefore, be more highly correlated than if they were reported via separate 
means. A review of multi-method multi-trait studies showed shared method variance accounting 
for approximately 22% to 35% of total variance (Podsakoff et al., 2012), so criterion correlations 
that do not exceed this range will need to be interpreted with caution. 
Results 
Sample Characteristics 
Table 1 shows the mean, range, and standard deviation of continuous variables (e.g., 
youth age), as well as the counts and sample percentage for discrete variables (e.g., Hispanic 
ethnicity). The mean age for the sample was 11.0 years (SD=3.9), and 54% of the children were 
female. It is worth noting that, despite not comprising a clinically referred sample, approximately 
13% of the children were reported to have a mental health diagnosis. The most endorsed 
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diagnosis was attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), with 112 children (8% of the 
sample) having parent-reported diagnoses. Furthermore, there were 9 children (~1%) who were 
reported to have a diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder or Manic-Depression. Parent-reported 
medication usage roughly matched the diagnosis endorsement rates.  
Exploratory Factor Analyses 
Horn’s parallel analysis with Glorfeld’s extension (Glorfeld, 1995) indicated that our data 
could support as many as a 13-factor solution. By examining the scree plot (Cattell, 1966) and 
number of items per factor loading above .33 (i.e., 10% or more item variance explained by the 
latent factor), the six-factor solution appeared to capture the most variance while still yielding 
interpretable factors. The criteria for interpretability included having at least 4 indicators (Bollen, 
1989) and significant criterion correlations with convergent construct measures. Table 2 shows 
the item loadings for the six-factor solution using principal axis factoring (PAF) and PROMAX 
rotation. Cronbach’s alpha for each of the six scales was high, ranging from .84 for the two 
shorter scales to .97 for the longer first factor. The following sections describe characteristics of 
each of the six factors, including a description of the highest-loading and most pathognomonic 
items. Note that, based on these loadings, some items were omitted from factor scoring and 
criterion correlations because they loaded on more than one factor or because they lacked 
substantive loading on any factor. The Retained column in Table 2 shows which items were 
retained for the criterion correlations and on what scales. The number of items per scale and 
reliability coefficients reported in the following section reflect the final unit-weighted scales; the 





Factor One: Dysregulated Mood & Behavior 
The first factor contained 41 items and had high internal consistency (α = .97). Items 
loading on this factor captured elements of dysregulated mood and behavior. For example, many 
of the items related to verbal expressions of anger towards peers and adults. The highest loading 
items included, “Yells at others”, “Yells when angry”, “Screams at others”, and “Has a bad 
temper.” Items related to mood lability also appeared on this scale, including “Has rapid mood 
swings”, and “Gets mad for no reason.” Also loading on this scale were items related to 
dysregulated behavior, including “Threatens others”, and “Breaks things when angry”. Some 
externalizing items that had lower loadings on this factor also cross-loaded on other factors and 
were therefore omitted from scoring. Overall, items in this scale seem consistent with a pattern 
of mood dysregulation including irritability and reactive aggression. 
Factor Two: Harm to Self 
Factor two contained 27 items and demonstrated high internal consistency (α = .94). 
Higher-loading items on this scale identified behaviors related to suicidal thoughts and actions as 
well as hopelessness. These were followed by lower-loading items related to internalizing 
problems and harm to others. The first five items, all loading above .80, were: “Threatens to hurt 
self”, “Says he/she has no reason to live”, “Says he/she would be better off dead”, “Threatens to 
kill self”, and “Says he/she doesn’t want to live”. Moderately-loading items (≤ .46) included: 
“Threatens adults”, “Hurts other kids when mad”, and “Gets into fights”, but also “Says things 
won’t get better”, and “Tries to hide from others”. 
Factor Three: Depression 
The third factor in the model contained 36 items and had high internal consistency (α = 
.95). Items on this factor clustered around symptoms of internalizing problems such as anxiety 
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and depression. The top three items were “Is stressed”, “Has a low energy level”, and “Worries 
about school” and had loadings between .67 and .72. Other items on the scale with loadings 
above .50 included “Has trouble sleeping”, “Is grumpy”, and “Dislikes his/her appearance”. In 
contrast to factor one, which had more items related to irritability due to mood dysregulation, the 
items on this factor seem consistent with a pattern of worry, sadness, low energy, and sleep 
problems. 
Factor Four: Impaired Role Functioning 
The fourth factor in the model had slightly lower but still adequate internal consistency (α 
= .84) and identified ten qualities indicative of a high level of functioning at school and within 
the family environment. The top three items, each loading above .60, were “Enjoys school”, 
“Makes good grades”, and “Has fun with family members.” Unsurprisingly, these items did not 
tend to cross-load on other factors, though factor four did correlate strongly with other factors in 
the model – most highly with factor two (self-harm) (r = .56) and factor one (dysregulated mood 
and behavior) (r = .58). Of note is that the ten items loading on this factor were the ten items in 
the scale that had reverse coding (i.e., “daily” endorsement indicates better overall functioning, 
in contrast to the other items on the scale). Other items were written for the quality of life set, 
keyed in the opposite direction, failed to load substantively on this factor.  
Factor Five: Restless Inattention. 
Factor five contained 19 items and demonstrated high internal consistency (α = .93). 
Items loading highly on this factor appear to describe problems with attention, particularly at 
school, as well as high energy. The top five items loaded between .60 and .79 and comprised 
“Has difficulty completing important tasks at school”, “Has difficulty getting all his/her 
schoolwork done”, “Has difficulty getting all schoolwork done in time”, “Is unable to 
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concentrate”, and “Loses track of what is being said”. Four items related mixed energy levels 
also loaded on factor xix (see below); these were “Is unable to focus when his/her energy level is 
high”, “Is happy, energetic, and restless at the same time”, “Has ideas that seem to jump 
around”, and “Seems to talk faster than he/she can think.” These were items written as part of the 
hypomania item set, as they emphasized changes in energy, rather than chronically high levels 
that would be more characteristic of ADHD (E. A. Youngstrom et al., 2008, 2010).  
Factor Six: Hypomania 
Factor six contained ten items and had high-moderate internal consistency (α = .84). 
Items loading on this factor identified fast-moving thoughts and variable levels of energy. These 
included, “Has ideas that seem to jump around”, “Gets excited or happy for no reason”, “Seems 
to talk faster than he/she can think”, “Is happy, energetic, and restless at the same time”, and 
“Energy level quickly shifts from high to low or low to high”. Three of the items on this scale 
also cross-load with factor five (see above). This scale also includes one item related to peer 
rejection (viz., “Says ‘No one likes me’”), which has more broadly shown associations with 
bipolar disorder (Siegel et al., 2015), and one item related to dysregulated emotion (viz., 
“Quickly becomes enraged”), which is consistent with symptoms of irritability that often 
accompany mania. 
Unit-Weighted Scales and Criterion Correlations 
To assess the convergent validity of the extracted factors, unit-weighted factor scores 
were calculated for each child, and bivariate correlations assessed the relationships of each of the 
six scales with parent-reported demographic and health information. Items were assigned to 
scales based on their factor loadings (see above). Items were omitted if they did not load 
substantively on any factor (viz. had a loading lower than .33 on all factors), or if they 
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demonstrated substantial cross-loading without a clear primary factor. A few exceptions were 
made for items related to sleep and changes in energy – these were assigned to the mania factor 
due to the small number of items on this scale and the pathognomonic nature of the items. The 
Retained column in Table 2 shows which items were retained and on what scale, as well as the 
initial item set for which the item was originally written. 
Table 3 shows the bivariate correlations between factor scores and outcome variables, 
with associations significant at p < .01 (two-tailed) indicated in boldface font. To compute the 
factor scores, the responses for items assigned to each factor were summed. Doing so assumes 
that each item contributes equal information about the factor; though this assumption is 
technically false, unit-weighting carries the advantages of superior generalizability and ease of 
clinical implementation, while sacrificing relatively little in terms of accuracy (Wainer, 1976). 
Comparing criterion correlations between unit-weighted factor scores and scores based on factor 
loadings showed a consistent pattern of findings, and correlations between unit-weighted and 
regression-weighted scales were high (between r = .88 and r = .99; mean correlation = .94). 
The following sections summarize the stronger criterion correlations for each factor and 
highlights how these correlations differ across factors. The focus will be on correlations greater 
than .10, even if smaller ones are significant, because some baseline level of correlation is 
expected due to shared method variance (Podsakoff et al., 2012). Few correlations exceeded the 
ambitious threshold of .20 to .35 identified in the hypotheses, however those that did are noted. 
Furthermore, the ethnicity variables have been omitted because they largely showed non-
significant or very small associations with factor scores (p > .01 or r < .10). The two exceptions 
to this pattern were for factor four (impaired role functioning): this factor showed a small 
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positive association with being black or African American (r = .16, p < .01) and a small negative 
association with being white (r = -.16, p < .01). 
Factor One: Dysregulated Mood and Behavior 
Factor one showed moderate associations with several convergent constructs related to 
dysregulated mood and behavior. Among specific diagnoses reported by parents, factor one 
showed moderate convergent associations with externalizing behavior: ADHD (r = .23, p < .01), 
ODD (r = .20) and conduct disorder (r = .21, p < .01). It was also less strongly associated with 
depression (r = .14, p < .01), anxiety (r = .15, p < .01), and experience of a recent traumatic 
event (r = .16, p < .01).  All factors, including factor one, showed a negative association with the 
“no diagnosis” variable, indicating that all are significantly associated with psychopathology. 
Among the demographic variables, factor one was negatively associated with female sex 
(r = -.09, p < .01) and more advanced pubertal stage for males (r = -.13, p < .01) but not for 
females (r = .06, p = .11). The association between factor one and FIRM total score was the 
highest among all factors (r = .28, p < .01) – significantly greater than the next highest 
correlating factor, hypomania (p = .007), based on Steiger’s test for dependent correlations 
(Steiger, 1980). 
Finally, among the medication usage variables, factor one was most strongly associated 
with taking any medication for aggression/violence (r = .19, p < .01) and taking any medication 
for irritability (r = .18, p < .01). These outcome variables appeared to be somewhat nonspecific, 
as they correlated roughly at this level with several different factors. 
Factor Two: Harm to Self 
Factor two had the highest overall association with prior history of suicide attempt (r = 
.20, p < .01) among all factors. It was also most moderately correlated with taking any 
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medication for depression (r = .31, p < .01) and showed a moderate association with depression 
(r = .24, p < .01) diagnosis. This factor was also correlated with the depression factor (r = .52; 
see below). These criterion correlations support the conclusion that factor two comprises a scale 
measuring self-harm that is associated with internalizing symptoms. 
Factor Three: Depression 
Factor three showed the second highest negative association with “no diagnosis” (r = -
.36, p < .01), perhaps reflecting the high base rate and notable impairment associated with 
internalizing problems in youth. Supporting this idea, factor three had the highest association of 
any factor with diagnoses of anxiety (r = .32, p < .01) and depression (r = .28, p < .01). It was 
also moderately associated with recently experiencing a traumatic event (r = .22, p < .01), the 
highest among any factor [significantly different from hypomania, p = .01, based on Steiger’s 
test (Steiger, 1980)]. Finally, it had the second highest association, behind the self-harm factor, 
with use of any medication for depression (r = .24, p < .01). It showed convergent validity for 
mood problems with a moderate positive correlation with FIRM score (r = .19, p < .01). 
Interestingly, factor three was associated with more advanced pubertal status in girls (r = .19, p < 
.01), but trended in the opposite direction in boys (r = -.09, p = .03). Finally, factor three showed 
a moderate association with ADHD (r = .20, p < .01), which is not surprising given the frequent 
comorbidity of externalizing problems and internalizing problems (Jensen et al., 2001). 
Factor Four: Impaired Role Functioning 
The items on this scale were coded such that higher scores indicated poorer functioning 
(e.g., for the question “Enjoys school”, ratings of 0 and 4 correspond to “daily” and “never”, 
respectively). Criterion correlations for factor four show a significant positive association with 
depression diagnosis (r = .20, p < .01) and taking any medication for depression (r = .20, p < 
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.01).  The negative association with having no diagnosis is not as strong as with other factors (r = 
-.24, p < .01). Interestingly, factor four showed weak positive associations with age (r = .11, p < 
.01) and BMI (r = .10, p < .01), as well as more advanced pubertal status for both boys (r = .13, 
p < .01) and girls (r = .22, p < .01). Of the medication use variables, factor four was significantly 
associated with taking Ritalin, Adderall, or Concerta (r = .18, p < .01), but was not as highly 
associated with this variable as factor five (see below). Overall, these results seem consistent 
with functional impairment not specific to any diagnosis but associated with depression, 
advancing puberty, and ADHD.  
Factor Five: Restless Inattention 
Factor five showed a moderate positive association with ADHD diagnosis (r = .42, p < 
.01) and a weak negative association with female sex (-.13, p < .01) and. The association 
between factor five and ADHD was the highest overall criterion correlation observed in these 
data. Furthermore, factor five showed the strongest negative correlation with “no diagnosis” (r = 
-.42, p < .01) of any factor. Given general patterns of comorbidity between ADHD and 
disruptive behavior disorders (Jensen et al., 2001), it is not unsurprising that factor five was also 
significantly associated with ODD (r = .21, p < .01) and conduct disorder (r = .19, p < .01), as 
well as with taking Ritalin, Adderall, or Concerta (r = .30, p < .01) or any other medication for 
hyperactivity (r = .21, p < .01). Overall, factor five seems to identify symptoms related to ADHD 
and disruptive behavior disorders. 
Factor Six: Hypomania 
Factor six showed a positive association with FIRM total score (r = .22, p < .01), which 
was the second highest association among factors with FIRM behind factor one. It was 
moderately negatively associated with having no diagnosis (r = -.37, p < .01), and positively 
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associated with depression and experience of a recent traumatic event (r = .17 and r = .17, 
respectively). Of note is the moderate association between this factor and ADHD diagnosis (r = 
.34, p < .01). This may be due to the large number of children with ADHD in this sample (n = 
112) compared to children with bipolar diagnoses (n = 9), and the potential similarity between 
high-energy symptoms associated with ADHD and hypomania. It showed a weak positive 
association with diagnoses of bipolar disorder of manic-depressive disorder (r = .11, p < .01) 
(though, for reference, the correlation between bipolar diagnosis and lithium use was r = .50, p < 
.01). Factor six was the second most highly associated with attempted suicide (r = .15, p < .01). 
This pattern of correlations is consistent with symptoms of hypomania, albeit potentially diluted 
by the large number of children with ADHD in this sample and the relative paucity of bipolar 
diagnoses. 
Discussion 
The primary goal of this study was to explore the dimensionality of mood and irritability 
in youth. To do this, exploratory factor analysis examined the latent structure of a previously 
unpublished instrument designed to measure irritability and related symptoms: the PBiRDS. 
Participants completed the PBiRDS as part of a nationally representative standardization sample, 
allowing the analyses to explore the measure’s performance in a large, non-clinical population. 
Parents also provided demographic and health-related information about their children, which 
was used to test the convergent validity of the factor scales. Parallel analysis limited the number 
of factors supported by the data to 13, and after examining the patterns of item loadings for 
models with one to 13 factors, the six-factor solution was selected because it contained the 
greatest number of interpretable scales.  
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Each of the six factors demonstrated high internal consistency and criterion validity. 
Cronbach’s α ranged from .84 to .97 and generally followed the length of the scale. Correlations 
with health and demographic variables were small to moderate. This is to be expected, 
particularly with the diagnosis variables, given that the data collection model did not allow 
researchers to verify diagnoses reported by parents. Low reliability of these outcome variables 
may have attenuated the criterion correlations (Streiner et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the patterns of 
correlations show that each of the scales represents a distinct and clinically relevant construct. 
Extracting six factors went beyond the initially hypothesized four factor solution, 
however this aligned with expectations based on an augmented item set that included self-harm 
and quality of life items. Some of the other emergent factors aligned with expectations and some 
did not. 
In terms of the scale content, factors related to internalizing and hypomanic symptoms 
emerged as expected. Factor three, depression, contained items drawn primarily from the 
“depression” and “quality of life” initial item sets. The depression factor showed convergent 
correlations, as predicted, with diagnoses of depression and anxiety, as well as taking medication 
for depression. It also showed a positive association with advancing puberty in females, but not 
in males. A scale with 47 items will have inflated internal consistency due to length (Streiner et 
al., 2015; E.A. Youngstrom et al., 2019) and may be too long for a clinically useful inventory, so 
future work may look to identify a well-performing short form from these items(for an example, 
see Ong et al., 2017). Alternatively, further factoring of these items may separate items more 
related to depression from those related to anxiety (Chorpita, 2002; Clark & Watson, 1991); 
however, the fact that these items grouped together on one scale in this sample may lend 
credence to the idea that these constructs are dimensional. Seeing these items factor separately 
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from the hypomania and dysregulated mood and behavior provides a picture of the boundaries 
between depression, hypomania, and irritability (more on this below).  
Another predicted factor that emerged was factor six: hypomania. Despite the relatively 
low base rate of pediatric bipolar disorder (~2%; A. R. Van Meter et al., 2016), the sample size 
was large enough to plausibly contain some children with bipolar diagnosis. Indeed, nine were 
identified as having bipolar or manic-depressive disorder, and factor six correlated significantly 
with that diagnosis as well as with taking medication for irritability and aggression/violence. It 
was also significantly associated with FIRM total score, though surprisingly, not as strongly as 
factor one. Items on this scale included, “Ideas seem to jump around”, “Energy level quickly 
shifts from high to low or low to high”, and “Has either high or low energy, but not in the 
middle.”  
Despite these items being written originally to capture manic symptoms, this factor also 
correlated highly with ADHD diagnosis and taking medication for attention problems. One 
possible reason for this is that ADHD was by far the most represented diagnosis in the sample (n 
= 112). Another reason might be that parents have a hard time distinguishing high-energy states 
due to hyperactivity compared to those related to hypomania. Furthermore, the cross-sectional 
nature of the sample may have made the phasic nature of bipolar symptoms hard to distinguish 
from the tonic higher-energy symptoms of ADHD. Nevertheless, meta-analyses and head-to-
head comparisons indicate that parent report is the most discriminating source of information 
about bipolar disorder in youths (Portugal et al., 2016; E. A. Youngstrom et al., 2015). An 
alternate explanation is that the criterion diagnoses suffered a “double dose” of unreliability: one 
from being based on clinical rather than research-grade diagnoses with poor reliability (Jensen-
Doss, 2015; Rettew et al., 2009) and then again from being whispered down the lane by 
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caregivers, who may or may not have agreed with the diagnoses, and may or may not have 
relayed them as presented. 
The other factors that emerged did not totally align with the initial hypotheses. The 
appearance of factor five, restless inattention, may have been driven in part by the high number 
of ADHD diagnoses in the sample. However, given that this factor emerged alongside the 
hypomania factor may clarify the boundaries between ADHD (and other disruptive behavior 
problems) and hypomania. Items on this scale came primarily from two initial item sets: “quality 
of life” and “mania”. The first contributed items such as “Has difficulty completing important 
tasks at school” and “Is unable to concentrate”, and the latter included those such as “Loses track 
of what is being said” and “Is unable to focus when his/her energy level is high”. The correlation 
between restless inattention and ADHD diagnosis was the highest of any criterion correlation in 
the model, and this factor also showed a significant negative association with female sex. 
However, the restless inattention factor also had the highest correlation with oppositional defiant 
disorder diagnoses compared to the other factors. Thus, this factor may be sensitive to attention 
problems, but is not specific to ADHD; it also seems to characterize elevated levels of energy 
that, for some kids, may be associated with behavior problems. The association between 
inattention and behavior problems is further supported by the moderate correlations between this 
factor and taking medication for irritability and aggression/violence. Perhaps these results are not 
surprising, given high observed comorbidity between ADHD and externalizing disorders 
(Kessler et al., 2005) and the correlation among Attention Problems and Externalizing factors of 
the Achenbach scales (T. M. Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). 
Factor four, impaired role functioning, may be an artifact due to the reverse-coding of 
some items on the original “quality of life” item set. For example, items on this scale included, 
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“Enjoys school”, “Feels good about self”, and “Enjoys being around peers”. Of note is the item 
scaling; these items were rated on the same scale as the rest of the measure (viz. “never”, through 
“daily”), so low scores (“never” and “monthly”) represented poorer functioning. That fact that all 
and only items scaled this way loaded one a single factor suggests that their grouping may in part 
be driven by an artifact of the item scoring. Nevertheless, impaired role functioning showed 
weak to moderate criterion correlations, and was significantly positively associated with age, 
BMI, and pubertal status for both males and females. Because a positive association represents 
reduced functioning (viz., these positive attributions occur less frequently), these associations 
may be a result of the normative developmental challenges associated with the onset of puberty 
and entering middle school. 
Factor five, harm to self, contained items related to self-harm and suicide, and drew items 
mostly from the “self-harm” initial item set. These items included “Threatens to hurt self”, “Says 
he/she has no reason to live”, and “Says he/she would be better off dead”, and clearly represent 
clinically important symptoms. The moderate associations between this scale and depression 
diagnosis further supports the validity of the scale, as does the significant correlation with 
attempted suicide. It is notable that items related to both suicidal and non-suicidal self-injury 
factored on this scale; further exploration of these items may reveal subfactors within this scale. 
The Dimensionality of Irritability 
The first factor identified symptoms of dysregulated mood and behavior and represents 
the largest proportion of items initially designed to capture hyper-irritability. It accounted for the 
greatest proportion of explained variance in the rotated solution (34%, compared to 20% for the 
next highest, factor three) and contained the most items (41). These included those related to 
verbal outbursts (“Yells at others”; “Has a bad temper”; “Gets mad for no reason”) as well as 
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some acts of physical aggression (“Threatens others”; “Breaks things when angry”). Notably, 
this scale contains items drawn roughly evenly from both the “externalizing” and “hyper-
irritability” initial item sets. Whereas symptoms of depression and hypomanic symptoms 
factored onto their own scales, externalizing behavior and dysregulated mood factored together. 
This would auger in favor of a theory that that attributes irritability more to behavior problems 
like conduct disorder and ODD rather than as a feature of bipolar. Indeed, factor one showed 
moderate associations with both oppositional defiant disorder and conduct disorder diagnoses. A 
few additional observations may muddy these waters, however. The dysregulated mood and 
behavior factor correlated the most strongly out of any factor with FIRM total score. The FIRM 
is designed to indicate risk for mood disorders – in particular, bipolar spectrum disorders – 
conferred by family history. One possible explanation for the correlation between FIRM score 
and factor one might be that dysregulated mood is a feature of both externalizing problems and 
mood problems. This leaves open the question of mechanism – it may be that for behavior 
problems, dysregulated mood acts as a maintaining mechanism, whereas for bipolar disorders it 
is more of an associated feature. In both scenarios, dysregulated mood and behavior would be 
associated, and indeed the inter-factor correlations show a strong association between 
dysregulated mood & behavior and hypomania (r = .65) – the highest of all the inter-factor 
correlations.  
Another reason that externalizing and irritable symptoms clustered together may relate to 
the informant. On the one hand, higher ratings of irritability and conduct problems may reflect 
overall “demoralization” of the parent – i.e., a child with consistent behavior problems may also 
be rated as irritable because the parent has a negative view of the child’s behavior overall. On the 
other hand, parents have a different perspective on their children’s behavior compared to 
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teachers and the youth themselves (Loeber et al., 1990; E. A. Youngstrom et al., 2015), with 
some works suggesting that parents are better informants for less severe oppositional behavior 
compared to male youths (Loeber et al., 1989) and that parents’ ratings of mood symptoms 
correlate more highly with clinicians’ ratings compared to those of youths (E. A. Youngstrom et 
al., 2004). Since the current work only examined parent-report data, it may be that parents 
reported mood problems more from an externalizing “lens” (E. A. Youngstrom et al., 2011); 
adding self-report might show more of a separation between externalizing behaviors, such as 
proactive aggression (e.g., “Starts fights”, “Bullies other kids”) and reactive moodiness (e.g., 
“Yells when angry”, “Is easily angered”).  
Nevertheless, the criterion correlations with age, pubertal status, FIRM total score, and 
diagnosis variables paints a picture of which children in this sample scored highly on factor one. 
These would have been young boys, pre-puberty, who had diagnoses of ADHD along with 
disruptive behavior problems (e.g., ODD or CD). They were more likely to have first- or second-
degree relatives with mood disturbance or substance misuse and were likely to be taking 
medication for aggression or violence. Overall, factor one suggests that even in the context of 
symptoms related to hypomania, depression, and attention problems, irritability is more closely 
associated with dysregulated behavior since these items factored together. 
Limitations 
While these analyses showed many strengths, there are also some limitations. The non-
clinical nature of the sample has the advantage of ecological validity; however, it also may have 
limited the variability in symptom severity compared to what a clinically referred population 
might have endorsed. Lower variability in responses means less variability for the factors to 
explain, potentially yielding less-stable solutions. Furthermore, there may be some more extreme 
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symptom presentations not represented in the data, and therefore unaccounted-for by the 
observed factor structure. Nevertheless, many clinically-relevant symptoms are dimensional 
(Haslam et al., 2012), with less-severe expressions present in children that have no clinical 
diagnoses. Furthermore, high scores on the observed factors align well with recognized clinical 
constructs such as depression, suicide, attention problems, and mania (with the possible 
exception of impaired role functioning, since it is less diagnostically specific). 
Another feature of the non-clinical sample pertains to the distribution and nature of the 
diagnoses, leading to potential unreliability of the factors. The diagnoses reported by parents 
were unverified by researchers, and therefore there is no way to gauge their validity. If error in 
these diagnoses is random, then this would result in an overall attenuation of any effects 
observed (Hutcheon et al., 2010; Spearman, 1904). If this were the case, then it might account 
for the low to moderate magnitudes of the criterion correlations in spite of method variance 
shared by the reporting medium. In contrast, if there were any systematic bias in the assignment 
or reporting of child diagnoses, our analyses would have no way of revealing it and that bias 
would carry through to the criterion correlations. In spite of these drawbacks, this is the situation 
faced by clinicians who might be using a measure such as PBiRDS, lending strength to the 
ecological validity of the results observed in spite of these potential pitfalls. 
The unequal representation of symptoms and diagnoses in the sample also may have 
influenced the results of the EFA. Diagnoses of ADHD were far more common in this sample 
compared to other disorders – as would be expected, given the base rates. Thus, symptoms of 
inattention and hyperactivity may have been over-represented, both on their own, and also 
comorbidly with other symptoms. Despite the emergence of a restless inattention factor, items 
related to concentration and energy pervade other scales – particularly dysregulated mood and 
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behavior and hypomania. The relatively small number of bipolar diagnoses compared to those of 
ADHD in the sample may have obscured some of the unique features of hypomania, given that 
ADHD is also associated with increases in energy (i.e., hyperactivity). The presence of items 
related to sleep, however, help make the hypomania scale more specific to bipolar disorders 
(Meyers & Youngstrom, 2008; A. Van Meter & Youngstrom, 2015).  
Finally, while the model selection process was guided by parallel analysis, final decisions 
about the number of factors and item assignment involved some degree of subjective judgment. 
On the one hand, this means that other researchers looking at the data may make different 
decisions and come to different conclusions – for example, about the loading threshold for 
assigning an item to a scale. On the other hand, the large item-set and sample size help the data 
speak for themselves. Ten or more items loaded substantively on each scale, reducing the impact 
that including or omitting any single item. Furthermore, the EFA process requires that some 
arbitrary decisions be made, and the rationale in this study was to identify the highest number of 
interpretable scales supported by the data. After comparing multiple models, the six-factor 
solution fit this criterion; models with more factors had too few items per factor to be 
interpretable, and items with fewer factors collapsed meaningful constructs.  
Conclusion and Future Directions 
Overall, exploratory factor analysis of parent-reported symptoms grouped together those 
of dysregulated mood with those of dysregulated behavior. These symptoms clustered separately 
from those of depression and hypomania and showed a distinct pattern of criterion correlations. 
Nevertheless, high inter-factor correlations suggest that these constructs are highly associated, 
perhaps reflecting current debate in the field over the status of irritability as a feature of 
externalizing versus mood disorders. The pattern of results observed here argues in favor of 
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thinking of irritability as associated with behavior problems, given that these items factored 
together. These results should be interpreted with care, however, given that severe mood and 
behavior problems were sparsely represented in this non-clinical sample. 
Further work might fruitfully examine how information from other informants shed light 
on the connection between irritability and hypomania, as well as possible separation of 
dysregulated mood from dysregulated behavior symptoms. Another future direction might 
include using latent profile analysis (LPA) to identify clinically meaningful groupings of youth 
based on their scores on the dimensions identified in this study. For example, elevated scores on 
factors one and six might show an association with irritable presentations of bipolar disorder, 
whereas elevation on factor one alone might be associated with ODD. The high inter-factor 
correlations suggest that these symptoms often co-occur, and it would improve the clinical utility 
of the measure to identify score profiles associated with particular diagnoses. Finally, next steps 
in scale development might work on identifying short forms from the factors with the most items 






Table 1. Sample Demographics and Geographic Distribution (N = 1349) 
Measure N % M SD Range 
Child Demographics           
Age (Years)   100 11.00 3.90 5.00 - 18.99 
Sex (Female) 725 54       
Body Mass Indexa   96 20.20 5.13 10.4 - 45.4 
Petersen Pubertal Development Stageb   1.38 1.31 0 - 4 
Hispanic 324 24       
White 875 65       
Black / African American 232 17       
Asian 43 3       
American Indian / Alaskan Native 13 1       
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 4 0       
2 or More Races 50 4       
Other 132 10       
            
Geographic Distribution           
Northeast 299 22       
South 466 35       
Midwest 370 27       
West 214 16       
            
Mental Health History           
No Diagnosis 1170 87       
ADHD Diagnosis 112 8       
Anxiety Diagnosis 60 4       
Depression Diagnosis 46 3       
Conduct Disorder Diagnosis 13 1       
Bipolar / Manic-Depressive Diagnosis 9 1       
Experienced a recent traumatic event 74 5       
Suicide Attempt 21 2       
FIRM Score     1.39 2.40 0 - 23 
            
Medication Usage           
Medication for Depression 52 4       
Medication for Irritability 41 3       
Medication for Aggression/Violence 35 3       
Lithium 4 0       
Adderall, Ritalin or Concerta 99 7       
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Wellbutrin, Strattera, Kapvay or Intuniv 38 3       
Note.  
ADHD = Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder; FIRM = Family Index for Risk or 
Mood disorder 
a n = 1298 due to missing or incomplete data (3.8% missing) 





Table 2. PROMAX Rotated Factor Loadings for Six Factor Model of Parent-Report Items 
Item Initial Set Retained Factor 
      1 2 3 4 5 6 













Yells at others Externalizing Y (1) .94 -.15 .16 -.08 -.14 -.17 
Yells when angry Externalizing Y (1) .93 -.20 -.01 -.03 -.17 .13 
Screams at others Externalizing Y (1) .92 -.09 .06 -.01 -.11 -.16 
Has a bad temper Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .91 -.15 .02 .04 -.07 .05 
Is easily angered Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .89 -.15 .16 .13 -.11 -.05 
Has difficulty controlling 
his/her anger 
Hyper-
Irritability Y (1) .89 -.12 .04 .08 -.08 .04 
Screams when mad Externalizing Y (1) .88 -.10 .00 -.03 -.17 .09 
Has a short temper Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .87 -.18 .11 .04 -.08 .04 
Says mean or hateful things 
to others Externalizing Y (1) .86 -.02 -.04 -.05 -.05 -.04 
Gets mad easily Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .81 -.28 .10 .07 -.08 .20 
Gets very angry at others Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .80 -.13 .02 .07 -.13 .22 
Throws things when angry Externalizing Y (1) .77 .09 -.09 -.09 .03 .00 
Gets angry more often than 
others 
Hyper-
Irritability Y (1) .75 .13 .03 .03 -.02 -.03 
Gets angry for no good 
reason 
Hyper-
Irritability Y (1) .73 -.11 .12 .17 -.05 .07 
Is rude Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .72 -.07 .12 -.03 .01 -.16 
Becomes angry if told no Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .71 -.13 .18 -.11 .08 -.03 
Argues with 
parents/caregivers Quality of Life N (CL) .69 -.14 .39 -.17 -.01 -.20 




Is grouchy Depression N (CL) .68 -.14 .47 -.10 -.15 -.14 
Works self into a rage Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .68 .20 -.16 .08 -.04 .08 
Hits people when mad Externalizing Y (1) .67 .12 -.26 -.04 .06 .00 
Hits other kids when angry Externalizing Y (1) .67 .17 -.24 -.02 .12 -.12 
Starts fights Externalizing Y (1) .67 .07 -.11 -.02 .06 -.06 
Is easily upset Quality of Life N (CL) .66 -.17 .35 .03 .01 .02 
Gets extremely upset when 
told no Quality of Life Y (1) .65 -.15 .10 .04 .13 .06 
Has periods of rage Mania Y (1) .65 .21 -.18 .05 -.02 .15 
Has rapid mood swings Mania Y (1) .64 -.08 .03 .09 -.02 .27 
Is grumpy Quality of Life N (CL) .62 -.17 .52 -.03 -.13 -.15 
Overreacts when bothered by 
others 
Hyper-
Irritability N (CL) .60 -.12 .34 -.06 .08 -.04 
Gets mad for no reason Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .60 .00 .22 .10 .02 -.06 
Is easily upset, even by little 
things Internalizing N (CL) .60 -.21 .45 .01 .03 -.03 
Quickly becomes enraged Hyper-Irritability N (CL) .59 -.07 -.29 .09 -.10 .35 
Has trouble controlling 
feelings 
Hyper-
Irritability Y (1) .59 .01 .27 -.04 .02 -.01 
Is angry most of the day Quality of Life Y (1) .56 .25 .00 .13 -.08 .03 
Threatens others Externalizing Y (1) .54 .26 -.23 .10 .06 -.03 
Gets in trouble at home Quality of Life Y (1) .53 -.15 .09 -.16 .23 .06 
Has extreme mood swings Mania Y (1) .52 .17 .06 .04 .01 .05 
Breaks things when angry Externalizing Y (1) .51 .32 -.13 -.01 .12 -.12 
Is annoyed by other kids Hyper-Irritability N (CL) .50 -.10 .48 -.07 .05 -.21 
Mood changes quickly for no 
good reason 
Hyper-
Irritability Y (1) .49 .01 .14 .16 .08 .09 
Doesn't do what's expected Quality of Life Y (1) .49 -.18 .11 -.04 .23 .12 
Hurts other kids when mad Externalizing N (CL) .48 .39 -.19 -.05 .16 -.26 
Gets upset when plans are 




Stays angry for a long time Hyper-Irritability Y (1) .43 .32 .09 .03 .01 -.07 
Bullies other kids Externalizing N (CL) .43 .35 -.20 -.01 .17 -.16 
Gets into fights Externalizing N (CL) .43 .36 -.13 -.05 .24 -.29 
Hits adults when upset Externalizing N (CL) .38 .34 -.23 -.04 .02 .14 
Acts like he/she can do things 
better than everyone else Mania Y (1) .35 .10 .02 -.16 .12 .03 
Is happy, energetic, and easily 
angered at the same time Mania Y (1) .35 .06 .00 .06 .15 .24 
Complains that nothing ever 
goes his/her way Quality of Life Y (1) .34 .13 .31 -.10 .01 .07 
Says "I should be in charge Hyper-Irritability N (NL) .32 .12 -.02 -.08 .11 .03 
Curses at other kids Externalizing N (NL) .30 .18 -.26 .18 .09 .14 
Mood quickly goes from 
happy to sad or sad to happy Internalizing N (NL) .29 .13 .15 .04 .10 .17 
Curses at adults Externalizing N (NL) .28 .25 -.16 .13 .14 -.02 
Is happy and angry at the 
same time Mania N (NL) .26 .23 -.09 .04 .24 .18 
Argues with friends Quality of Life N (NL) .25 .07 .21 -.06 .23 -.09 
Threatens to hurt self Self-Harm Y (2) -.11 .92 .08 -.21 -.10 -.05 
Says he/she has no reason to 
live Self-Harm Y (2) -.08 .86 .03 -.14 -.12 .01 
Says he/she would be better 
off dead Self-Harm Y (2) -.18 .81 .09 -.16 -.04 .05 
Threatens to kill self Self-Harm Y (2) -.08 .81 -.02 -.12 -.08 -.01 
Says he/she doesn't want to 
live Self-Harm Y (2) -.10 .81 .05 -.16 -.07 .02 
Says "I wish I could just go 
away Depression Y (2) -.05 .74 .19 -.06 -.05 -.03 
Says "I wish I could go to 
sleep and never wake up Self-Harm Y (2) -.13 .72 .07 -.05 -.06 .03 
Cuts or burns self to relieve 
stress Self-Harm Y (2) -.09 .69 .02 -.07 -.06 -.02 




Has dreams about death or 
dying Self-Harm Y (2) -.05 .68 .14 -.22 .00 -.04 
Says he/she will never be 
happy Self-Harm Y (2) .05 .65 .16 .03 -.09 -.06 
Says "I wish I could die to 
stop the pain Self-Harm Y (2) -.12 .64 -.13 .02 -.15 .32 
Says he/she feels empty 
inside Self-Harm Y (2) -.10 .60 .12 .12 -.15 .23 
Is obsessed with death Self-Harm Y (2) -.03 .52 .00 -.04 -.07 .11 
Says he/she doesn't care 
about anyone Self-Harm Y (2) .30 .52 .06 .06 -.07 -.07 
Says "I feel like I am all alone Self-Harm Y (2) -.04 .51 .25 .08 -.13 .16 
Dislikes self Depression N (CL) -.02 .47 .47 .02 -.09 -.03 
Threatens adults Externalizing Y (2) .25 .46 -.17 .07 .09 -.09 
Has feelings of greatness that 
are followed by negative 
views of self 
Mania Y (2) .07 .45 .14 -.03 .09 .11 
Threatens other kids Externalizing N (CL) .40 .43 -.22 .04 .24 -.26 
Says "No one cares about me Self-Harm Y (2) .24 .43 .18 -.04 -.14 .14 
Says he/she doesn't care 
about anything Self-Harm Y (2) .33 .38 .15 .10 -.07 .00 
Says things won't get better Depression Y (2) .07 .36 .32 .19 -.07 .04 
Tries to hide from others Internalizing Y (2) .13 .35 .25 .04 -.01 -.04 
Says "I never have fun 
anymore" Quality of Life Y (2) .15 .34 .21 -.02 .00 .15 
Presents self as great or 
terrible, not just average Mania N (NL) .15 .29 .14 -.11 .08 .12 
Stays up all night Mania N (NL) .03 .28 .25 .10 .07 -.03 
Misses a favorite activity to 
go to the doctor Quality of Life N (NL) -.25 .27 .23 .18 .21 -.01 
Complains that classmates 
avoid him/her Quality of Life N (NL) .09 .24 .17 .03 .05 .17 
Acts desperate Self-Harm N (NL) .12 .24 .14 .15 .16 -.01 
Eats more when sad or 
unhappy Depression N (NL) -.03 .22 .15 .21 -.02 .19 




Has a low energy level Depression Y (3) -.04 .18 .67 .13 -.09 -.13 
Worries about school Quality of Life Y (3) -.24 .00 .67 .02 .11 -.15 
Feels bad about something at 
school Quality of Life Y (3) -.17 .17 .63 -.05 .13 -.06 
Worries about bad things 
happening Quality of Life Y (3) -.08 .11 .61 -.11 .09 .06 
Has no energy Depression Y (3) -.03 .12 .61 .18 -.07 -.07 
Is tense Depression Y (3) .18 .01 .58 .06 .05 -.11 
Dislikes his/her appearance Quality of Life Y (3) -.11 .31 .56 .06 -.09 -.13 
Is easily bothered by things Hyper-Irritability N (CL) .42 -.14 .56 .01 .05 -.04 
Has trouble sleeping Quality of Life Y (3) .00 .08 .52 -.10 .15 -.05 
Acts bored Depression Y (3) .19 -.16 .48 -.11 .23 .00 
Is too tired to do anything Quality of Life Y (3) .02 .19 .48 .18 -.02 .01 
Is sad Depression Y (3) .12 .03 .47 .03 -.12 .26 
Avoids group activities Quality of Life Y (3) .05 .11 .44 .30 -.02 -.13 
Is lonely Depression Y (3) -.09 .21 .43 .11 .01 .12 
Has a hard time making 
decisions Depression Y (3) .04 -.14 .42 -.03 .33 .14 
Feels things more intensely 
than others Mania Y (3) .21 -.06 .42 -.10 .15 .11 
Stays sad for a long time Internalizing Y (3) -.05 .31 .41 .26 .02 -.01 
Is afraid Quality of Life Y (3) .08 .02 .40 -.18 .05 .21 
Gets sick Quality of Life Y (3) -.07 .14 .40 -.12 .09 .04 
Is sometimes very decisive 
and sometimes very 
indecisive 
Mania Y (3) -.05 -.08 .40 -.09 .27 .12 
Is not happy when he/she 
should be Depression Y (3) .24 .09 .39 .26 -.03 .06 
Is left out of activities by 
friends Quality of Life Y (3) .16 .07 .39 .12 .09 -.11 
Is outgoing at times and not 
others Mania Y (3) .03 .01 .38 -.19 .10 .07 
Shows stronger feelings about 
things than his/her peers do 
Hyper-




Cries Internalizing Y (3) .28 -.01 .36 -.35 .01 .13 
Wakes up at night for no 
good reason Depression Y (3) .01 .22 .36 -.07 .19 .01 
Misses school to go to the 
doctor Quality of Life Y (3) -.20 .22 .35 .07 .14 -.06 
Says negative things about 
self Depression Y (3) .08 .16 .34 -.07 -.09 .27 
Has a negative view of the 
future Self-Harm N (NL) .05 .31 .33 .23 -.10 .07 
Has a hard time coping with 
everyday life Self-Harm N (NL) .21 .14 .31 .13 .13 .05 
Does not want to go to school Quality of Life N (NL) .07 -.03 .30 .20 .26 -.10 
Says "I'm bored Quality of Life N (NL) .23 -.16 .29 -.17 .20 .17 
Cries more than other kids 
his/her age 
Hyper-
Irritability N (NL) .20 .03 .29 -.01 .09 .20 
Gets teased by others Quality of Life N (NL) .12 .16 .22 .04 .12 .06 
Has difficulty completing 
important tasks at school Quality of Life Y (5) -.11 -.14 .19 .20 .79 -.05 
Has difficulty getting all 
his/her schoolwork done Quality of Life Y (5) -.13 -.21 .29 .17 .74 -.06 
Has difficulty getting all 
schoolwork done in time Quality of Life Y (5) -.11 -.18 .21 .21 .70 -.03 
Is unable to concentrate Quality of Life Y (5) .02 -.21 .30 -.05 .61 .18 
Loses track of what is being 
said Mania Y (5) .01 -.13 .20 -.05 .60 .24 
Is unable to focus when 
his/her energy level is high Mania Y (5) .07 -.13 .04 -.11 .59 .37 
Has trouble listening to others Quality of Life Y (5) .23 -.23 .16 .04 .57 .09 
Is unable to follow rules Quality of Life Y (5) .30 -.14 .02 .06 .55 -.04 
Has difficulty with 
schoolwork Quality of Life Y (5) -.02 -.23 .12 .20 .55 .10 
Gets in trouble at school Quality of Life Y (5) .18 .09 -.12 .01 .54 .00 
Makes bad choices when too 
excited Mania Y (5) .23 .02 -.01 -.03 .50 .11 
Is happy, energetic, and 




Forgets important things Quality of Life Y (5) -.06 -.10 .31 -.02 .48 .13 
Is happy and restless at the 
same time Mania Y (5) -.03 .08 .05 -.09 .47 .32 
Makes bad decisions when 
having too much energy Mania Y (5) .17 .13 -.02 -.06 .46 .11 
Fails at things Quality of Life Y (5) -.02 .05 .27 .01 .45 -.11 
Is getting lower grades in 
school than he/she used to Depression Y (5) -.13 -.02 .27 .32 .45 -.07 
Appears to have racing 
thoughts that get out of 
control 
Mania Y (5) .07 .28 .00 -.12 .37 .20 
Acts silly after getting little 
sleep Mania Y (5) -.06 .08 .15 -.17 .35 .17 
Seems to have more energy 
when getting little sleep Mania Y(6) -.02 .14 -.01 .13 .29 .26 
Has either extremely high or 
low energy, but not in the 
middle 
Mania N (NL) .02 .20 .13 .07 .28 .20 
Says "I wish I were younger" 
or "I wish I were older Quality of Life N (NL) .01 .06 .16 .02 .23 .17 
Enjoys school Quality of Life Y (4) .02 -.22 -.03 .74 .18 .04 
Makes good grades Quality of Life Y (4) -.05 -.23 -.29 .70 .33 .08 
Has fun with family members Quality of Life Y (4) .00 -.02 -.08 .62 -.08 .01 
Feels like an important 
member of the family Quality of Life Y (4) .04 -.02 -.23 .61 -.12 .14 
Has fun with friends Quality of Life Y (4) -.04 -.12 .25 .60 .06 -.08 
Has a really good day Quality of Life Y (4) .13 -.11 -.12 .60 .07 .08 
Feels good about self Quality of Life Y (4) -.09 -.02 -.12 .58 -.04 .10 
Enjoys being around peers Quality of Life Y (4) .02 -.10 .17 .57 .04 -.04 
Has fun things to do Quality of Life Y (4) -.07 -.01 .16 .56 .07 -.05 
Engages in favorite activities Quality of Life Y (4) -.04 -.05 .16 .55 .04 -.06 
Acts sick Quality of Life N (NL) .06 .08 .19 .21 .01 .20 
Has ideas that seem to jump 




Gets excited or happy for no 
reason Mania Y(6) .04 .13 -.29 .03 .21 .57 
Seems to talk faster than 
he/she can think Mania Y(6) -.03 -.12 -.16 .05 .38 .52 
Says "No one likes me Quality of Life Y(6) .19 .19 .15 -.01 -.15 .42 
Energy level quickly shifts 
from high to low or low to 
high 
Mania Y(6) .16 .07 -.05 .09 .26 .42 
Self-esteem is high or low, 
not average or in the middle Mania Y(6) -.01 .11 .05 .01 .00 .40 
Has either high or low 
energy, not in the middle Mania Y(6) .00 .19 .09 .00 .22 .38 
Is paranoid Mania N (NL) -.03 .20 .09 .22 -.06 .33 
Hardly eats when sad Depression N (NL) -.05 .29 .14 .13 -.04 .32 
Does not want to eat Quality of Life N (NL) -.05 .11 .22 -.02 .13 .31 
Says "No one understands me Quality of Life N (NL) .14 .29 .18 .05 -.19 .30 
Can't stop eating Quality of Life N (NL) .10 .16 .02 -.01 .12 .20 
  Inter-Factor Correlations 
      1 2 3 4 5 6 
1   
Dysregulated Mood & 
Behavior 1.00           
2   Harm to Self .52 1.00         
3   Depression .58 .53 1.00       
4   Impaired Role Functioning .27 .56 .38 1.00     
5   Restless Inattention .55 .30 .48 .17 1.00   
6   Hypomania .65 .55 .63 .29 .42 1.00 
Note. Loadings have been grouped by scale and values with magnitude less than .33 have been omitted. The Retained column indicates 
whether items were retained in the factor for further analyses and, if so, on what factor (i.e., Y(3) indicates Yes, the item was retained, and on 
factor 3). A "N" indicates the item was not retained, with ("CL") indicating this was due to cross-loading without a clear primary factor and 





Table 3. Criterion Correlations for Six Factor Parent-Report Model 
Outcome Factor 
    1 2 3 4 5 6 











Demographic Variables             
Age -.04 .02 .09 .11 .00 -.11 
Female Gender -.09 -.03 .00 -.07 -.13 -.08 
BMI .02 .06 .04 .08 .01 -.01 
FIRM Score .28 .16 .19 .11 .21 .22 
Pubertal Stage (Males) -.13 .05 -.09 .13 -.09 -.08 
Pubertal Stage (Females) .06 .08 .19 .22 .09 -.01 
                
Mental Health History             
No Diagnosis -.31 -.22 -.38 -.24 -.42 -.37 
ADHD .23 .10 .20 .15 .42 .34 
Anxiety .15 .13 .32 .12 .17 .14 
Depression .14 .24 .28 .20 .15 .17 
Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder .20 .17 .14 .09 .21 .20 
Conduct Disorder .21 .18 .11 .12 .19 .18 
Bipolar or Manic-
Depressive Disorder .07 .16 .06 .14 .07 .11 
Experience of Recent 
Traumatic Event .16 .15 .22 .07 .16 .17 
Child Attempted Suicide .09 .20 .09 .08 .09 .15 
              
Medication Usage             
Ritalin, Adderall, or 
Concerta .16 .09 .13 .18 .30 .23 
Wellbutrin, Strattera, 
Kapvay or Intuniv .11 .06 .09 .10 .17 .17 
Lithium .02 .07 -.01 .14 .00 .05 
Any Medication for 
Depression .15 .31 .24 .14 .13 .16 
Any Medication for 
Irritability .18 .16 .10 .17 .19 .19 
Any Medication for 
Aggression/Violence .19 .17 .09 .15 .19 .20 
Any Medication for 
Hyperactivity .11 .09 .08 .07 .21 .18 
Note. All correlations indicated in boldface font are significant at p < .01 (unadjusted). FIRM = 
Family Index for Risk of Mood Disorder scale; BMI = Body Mass Index 
a n = 624. 
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